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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Auxiliarists, as volunteers, receive no direct compensation for the many hours of time and effort they donate to the Coast Guard. The recognition of an Auxiliarist’s service, through the presentation of timely and appropriate awards, is essential to the success of the Auxiliary program. Recognition of Auxiliarists by Coast Guard unit COs, XOs, and all other Coast Guard leaders is very important. In many respects, the recognition they receive through these awards can be considered to be their nominal payment. The service and actions of the Auxiliarists should receive the appropriate recognition and awards to the maximum extent possible. Medals and awards will be worn as prescribed in Coast Guard Medals and Awards Manual, COMDTINST M1650.25 (series), except as noted in this chapter. 	



Why give awards? 

“A soldier will fight 
long and hard for a 
bit of colored ribbon” 

Agree or disagree? 

Paul Delaroche, “Napoleon Franchissant les Alpes (1848)  -- The Louvre 



Benefits of Awards 
 It’s our only paycheck 
 Recognize outstanding 

achievement 
 Powerful motivator 
 Recipient and others 
 Boost morale 

 Formal acknowledgement 
 Coast Guard  
 Coast Guard Auxiliary 

 

Image from USCG Auxiliary 



This is YOUR job! 
Recognition is leadership 
 Taking care of your people  
 Personal conduct 
 Aligning values 

Accountability and 
responsibility 
 Staff Officers->Identify and 

recognize their staff who 
merit recognition 

Image from USCG Auxiliary 



Actions Worthy of an Award 

 Action results in tangible/quantifiable benefits 
 Improved efficiencies of service or effort. 
 Higher readiness of resources. 
 Improved capabilities.  
 Public outreach. 
 An extended term (minimum 5 years) of 

dependable/solid service in the same capacity. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DO – take the time to recognize those who go above and beyond the call of their normal Auxiliary duties.DO – complete award paperwork well ahead of any deadlines (e.g., District Conferences) to allow for time to address any issues or questions with the submissions.DO – try to quantify the impact of the Auxiliarist’s activities. Don’t – recommend an award for a “work-in-progress”.Don’t – nominate someone for accomplishments in multiple staff positions that were held over different periods in time.Don’t – nominate someone unless you truly believe their work is worthy of recognition.Don’t nominate someone for a unit award if they were not part of the unit for more than 50% of the specified time period, unless it is otherwise authorized.



Awards 



Awards: Team and Personal 

ACLOC 
AAM 
ACM 
AMOM 
AMSM 
APOM 
ALOM 
ADSM 

 Auxiliary Commandant Letter of Commendation  
 Auxiliary Achievement Medal 
 Auxiliary Commendation Medal 
 Auxiliary Medal of Operational Merit 
 Auxiliary Meritorious Service Medal 
 Auxiliary Plaque of Merit 
 Auxiliary Legion of Merit 
 Auxiliary Distinguished Service Medal 

MTC  Meritorious Team Commendation 
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 Auxiliary Achievement Medal 
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CG MTC 
Auxiliarists are eligible to this CG award  
Must have made a significant contribution 

to a group or team cited for the award. 
 This team can consist of Auxiliarists and 

other team CG members, or all Auxiliarists.  
Recommendations for national staff 

members forwarded to the CHDIRAUX 



ACLOC 
Members serving in any capacity with the 

Coast Guard or Auxiliary.  
Act of service resulting in unusual and/or 

outstanding achievement. 
 Lesser than that required for the Auxiliary 

Achievement Medal.  
 Service/performance for a special event or 

project.   
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The award is intended for Auxiliarists serving in any capacity with the CoastGuard or Auxiliary for a superior act of service resulting in unusual and/oroutstanding achievement, whose performance is lesser than that required forthe Auxiliary Achievement Medal. The award can also be used to recognizean Auxiliarist’s service/performance for a special event or project. TheACLOC may be awarded by any Coast Guard Commanding Officer (0-4 andabove) of a Coast Guard unit, or serving as a Division Chief at a District,area, FORCECOM, or Headquarters office, or serving as a Director.Recommendations are made on the CG-1650 award recommendation formand submitted to the approving official, via the Auxiliarist’s chain ofleadership and management.



AAM 
Achievement criteria 
 Sustained, professional, and/or leadership based 
 Outstanding level of performance  
 Further authorized Auxiliary activities 
 Over a period of time 

Achievements  
 Administration  
 Operations  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key words for the Auxiliary Achievement Medal are sustainedprofessional, leadership achievements and period of time. The AuxiliaryAchievement is for recognition of Auxiliarists who have maintained anoutstanding level of performance and/or achievement over a period of timeto further authorized activities of the Auxiliary. The achievements could bein administration or operations.



ACM 
Key phrases: 
Outstanding achievement 
 Significantly furthers any of the Auxiliary’s 

authorized activities 
Outstanding administrative services 
 Accomplished in a manner much better than 

expected of like capability and experience  
NOT for doing a routine or difficult job well  
Achievement must be truly outstanding 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key words for the Auxiliary Commendation Medal are outstandingachievement, which significantly furthers any of the Auxiliary’s authorizedactivities. The Auxiliary Commendation Medal is for outstandingadministrative services. This requires services accomplished in a manner,which is much better than could normally be expected from an Auxiliarist oflike capability and experience. Neither doing a difficult job well nor doing aroutine job in an excellent manner will suffice. The achievement must betruly outstanding.



AMSM 
 Performance must have enhanced Auxiliary 

goals 
 Key phrases 
 Outstanding and meritorious service 
 Worthy of special recognition 
 Contributes significantly to fulfillment of 

Auxiliary goals 
 Performance much higher than that normally 

expected 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The meritorious performance of duty must have enhanced Auxiliary goals.This performance must clearly be of a nature much higher than that normallyexpected, and which has a significant positive effect on the ability of theCoast Guard and/or the Auxiliary to complete its missions and goals.For this award, the key words are outstanding and meritorious serviceworthy of special recognition, which contributes significantly to fulfillmentof Auxiliary goals at the local level.



Drafting the Award 

A summary of action or service 
Determine the type of award 
Draft the award 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In recommending awards, consider the following:Specific examples		Service impactPositive resultsMonetary savingsEyewitness statementsNature of the actionDate or inclusive datesPrecise locationTime of dayNames of all involvedAny other pertinent informationSuggest the type of award, write the draft, and submit up the chain.



Key References 

National SOP: Section 6 CHDIRAUX Site: A Primer AUXMAN Chapter 11 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
National SOP: Section 6http://cgaux.org/leadership/documents/National_SOP.pdfCHDIRAUX Site: A Primerhttp://www.uscg.mil/auxiliary/awards/primer-awards.pdf 



Best Practices 

Recognize those who go above & beyond 
the call of their normal duties  

Process in advance of NACO deadlines 
Check to ensure awards are not duplicated 
 Ensure robust detail and justification in the 

citation can substantiate an award  



Not So Good Practices 

Don’t recommend an award for works-in-
progress, even phased projects  

Don’t nominate for accomplishments in 
multiple staff positions or during different 
time periods 
 



Summary of Action 
 Define the action and describe the challenges met 
 Summarize results and impacts of the Action 

 Specific examples 
 Service impact 
 Positive results 
 Monetary savings 
 Nature of action 
 Date or inclusive dates 
 Any other pertinent information 

 Required for AMSM (1 page) and ALOM/ADSM (1-2 pages) 
 Source: AUXMAN Chapter 11 Section D and Awards Primer 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A simple narrative of the member’s actions that justify the award is sufficient.Outline (bullet) form can be usedContent should include quantifiable dataLook at AUXDATA reportsLook for informal documentationConduct Interviews with:Chain of CommandPeers / subordinatesOther witnessesState the impact of the member’s actions on the unit, member of the public, Coast Guard, etc.Quantifiable data (numbers) is a must:How many patrolsHow many lives savedWhat specific increases/decreases resulted from actionHow many people were servedWordsmith the statements to create one concise, simple sentence.  State what was done and how it was done.



Determine the Type of Award 

In general: 
 The higher the impact…  
 The higher the award 

Review: 
 AUXMAN Chapter 11  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key words in the paragraphs describing the meritorious awards will help with the decision. If the act or service meets the requirements, the recommendation is appropriate. If they do not, either an award is not indicated or, the wrong award is being considered. 	



Drafting the Citation 

 USCG Auxiliary Awards Primer 
 Section 6: Drafting an Award 

Citation 
 Critical information  
 Read example citations 

 Pick 3 to 5 critical items 
 Quantifiable data 

 An absolute must 

 Use award key words 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
a. Avoid using the phrase, “During the period…” The citation’s effective period is stated in the opening sentence, and it is understood that all of the awardee’s actions occurred during the effective period. To use this phrase anywhere else in the citation is redundant. b. Quantifiable data (e.g. – numbers) are an absolute must for inclusion in an award nomination. Numbers must be pertinent, relevant, and directly relatable to the award nominee’s actions. Numbers must be specific, for example: (1) How many boats, planes, radio facilities were impacted? (2) What specific increases/decreases resulted from the award nominee’s actions? (3) How much money was managed/saved? (4) How many organizations did the award nominee work with/coordinate? c. The awardee’s name should not appear in every sentence. A comfortable pattern is to have the name appear in every other sentence, alternating with “he” or “she” in the other sentences if they must be referred to. d. Whenever the awardee’s last name appears in the citation, it should be capitalized. For example, “…Mr. JONES…” or “…Commodore JONES…” e. Sentence construct is important because citations are generally composed in order to be read aloud. Toward this end, many sentences should be constructed so that they open with a descriptive clause about how the awardee utilized their own skills, followed by the center of the statement that describes the awardee’s actions, and finally closed with a descriptive result. For example, “With keen insight and superb leadership skills, Mr. JONES oversaw the scheduling and execution of more than 500 surface patrols that provided round-the-clock coverage of the Hudson River security zone.” (see section 9, Sample Award Citations for examples). f. It is crucial to incorporate the adversity/challenges that were overcome…otherwise, recognition for above-and-beyond-the-call performance cannot be justified. 19 Dec 11 7 g. Unless an Auxiliarist holds or has held the title of District Commodore or higher, they must be referred to as either “Mr.” or “Ms.” throughout the text of the citation. If they hold or have held the title of District Commodore or higher, then they must be referred to as “Commodore.” h. Do not use the staff position acronym in the citation, not even parenthesized…just spell it out completely in the opening sentence (see section 9, Sample Award Citations). i. Use only the standard phraseology for the upper titling portion of the award citation. Only capital letters should be used in this portion of the award citation. j. Use only standard opening and closing sentences for citation texts. Do not add or change these formats. k. The last sentence of the citation expresses the gratitude of the Coast Guard and the Coast Guard Auxiliary. Do not preface it with a sentence that essentially does the same thing. l. Minimize use of acronyms in the citation. If an acronym must be used, then spell it out completely the first time, follow it by the parenthesized acronym, then use the acronym throughout the rest of the citation. Acronyms should not be used with staff position titles. m. Ensure that the awardee’s staff position title is the exact same on the 1650 as it is in the citation – and that they both match the title as reflected in the National Program. n. ACLOC and MTC citations are the only award citations that are written in portrait format. All other citations (ACM, AAM, AMOM, AMSM, ALOM, ADSM) are written in landscape format. o. The ACLOC citation is the only one written in the first and second person (i.e. – “I note with pride…” / “You did this…”). All other citations are written in the third person (i.e. – “Mr. JONES did this…” / “He did this…”). p. Spell out any numbers from zero to nine, then use the actual number for values greater than nine. Spell out the word “percent” and “million.” For example: (1) “…eight committees…” (2) “…$450,000”…” (3) “…six percent…” (4) “…68 percent…” (5) “…$5.5 million…” (6) “…3,500 aircraft…” (7) “…two million subscriptions…” q. Avoid the run-on sentence trap when drafting a citation. If a sentence runs three lines long, then it is probably too long and should be broken into at least two shorter sentences. 19 Dec 11 8 r. Citations should be at least 12-17 full lines long, both for citations in landscape format (ACM, AAM, AMOM, AMSM, ALOM, ADSM) as well as the principal paragraph in portrait citations for the ACLOC. MTC portrait citations should be at least 17 full lines long. s. Use standard margins and text format for citations. (1) AAM, ACM, AMOM, AMSM, ALOM, ADSM landscape margins are: top 0.7”, bottom 1.25”, sides 1.0”. (2) ACLOC portrait margins are: top 1.5”, bottom 1.0”, sides 1.5”. (3) MTC portrait margins are: top 1.5”, bottom 1.0”, sides 1.25”. (4) All citations must be written in Times New Roman, bold, 12-point font. (5) All award text must be full-justified. 



The Citation 



Submission  

Complete a Summary of Action  
 Required for AMSM, ALOM, and ADSM 

Complete CG-1650  
 Refer to Awards Primer 
 More in the afternoon session 

 Include citation/supporting documentation 
 Send complete package via the COLM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Exercise 

 Think of someone in your directorate who 
should receive a CG Aux Achievement 
Medal.  
 Make a list of 5 bullets 
 Draft a citation 
 Share the citation with the class 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think of someone in your directorate who should receive a CG Aux Achievement Medal. Make a list of 5 bullets (10 Minutes)  Draft a citation (25 Minutes)Read the citation aloud to class



Next Steps  

Questions? 
Afternoon session 
 Commodore Miller 
 New awards submissions process 

 Time for lunch 
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